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Who was Angela?  

• 17 year old petite, blond girl 
• Paralyzed from her neck down
• Admitted to the rehabilitation unit to develop 

skills and promote life adjustment 
• Wore a brace to stabilize her neck and spine
• Required assistance with all personal care, 

including bathing, grooming, dressing, and 
bowel and bladder needs
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Who is the chaplain?
• Experienced in 

• parish ministry with adolescents
• pastoral ministry on the Rehabilitation Unit

• Integrated into the multidisciplinary team
• Goals:

• build rapport with Angela
• get to know her 
• understand the role of spirituality and religion 

in her life, especially at this time
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Angela’s Spiritual Background
• Attended a small Protestant 

evangelical church and Sunday 
school as a youngster, but no 
longer an active 

• Rarely thought about God prior to the accident 
but trying to get closer to God through prayer 
and Scripture

• Not well-connected to her pastor or the church 
community
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Early Adjustment

• Cooperative, engaged and cheerful
• Welcomed my visits
• Distant from the permanence of her injury:
 “God never gives you more than you can 

take.” 
 “If you pray hard enough, God will give you a 

miracle.” 
 “I’ll do what they want me to do in rehab, but 

I know I won’t have to stay long. I’ll be better 
soon.”
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Then…

• Angela: I’m so mad! And even though I can’t 
move, I have pain and tingling all the 
time. It’s not fair! It hurts a lot! 

• Chaplain: I’m so sorry, Angela. Your situation is 
very difficult. Tell me more about what 
it’s like for you. 

• Angela: I feel so trapped! I hate my life! 
There’s nothing I can do! (sobbing) 
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• Chaplain: What is the hardest part for you, 
Angela? 

• Angela: Everything! Just everything! And I 
can’t even wipe my tears. 

• Chaplain: Would you like me to wipe your 
tears? 

• Angela: No! There’s nothing you can do. 
There’s nothing anybody can do. Why 
isn’t God answering me? This is more 
than I can take! I hate being like this! 
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• Chaplain: I hate this for you, too, Angela. Your 
situation is so difficult and I can 
understand why it feels unfair. You’ve 
lost so much. 

• Angela: I’ve lost everything! Absolutely 
everything. 

Angela continues to sob. Her neck is the only part of her 
body she can move and she tenses it in positions as far 
back and forth and up and down as her brace will allow. 

I sit quietly beside her.
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In the silence:
• Reaffirm my call and commitment

• “sign of God’s love”
• Get my bearings

• identify my feelings
• “center myself in my belief that 
God is with us always, and 
perhaps especially in our deepest 
darkness.” 
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Suffering is a threat or experience 
of destruction or disintegration 

of the self. 

(Cassel, 1991)
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The suffering continues until the 

threat passes or is integrated into the 

self in some transformative way.  

(Cassel, 1991)
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• Chaplain: It seems like you’re trying very hard to 
understand why the accident happened, 
why you’re so badly injured, and what 
God is up to in all of this. 

• Angela: You’re right! I want to understand. They 
say that there must be a reason. I feel so 
hurt by God. Betrayed. (sobbing) Why 
did God do this to me? My life was 
already hard enough What more does 
God want from me? They tell me that it 
says in the Bible that God won’t give you 
more than you can take, but this is too 
much! How am I supposed to live like 
this?
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• Chaplain: You have so much anger and so many 
questions. In situations like this, your 
answers have to come from within you, 
not from someone else, not your mom 
or her friends or me or anyone else. 

• Angela: It’s horrible. Everything is horrible. 
• Chaplain: It’s so dark for you, Angela. You thought 

you could count on God to get you 
through and even change things, but 
now it seems as if that isn’t going to 
happen, and worse, that God is the 
cause. 

• Angela: That’s it exactly. 
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• Chaplain: Would you like to take a question or 
two and work with them and see if we 
can find some light, some hope, as we 
do? 
Angela’s sobs had stopped, and she 
looked at me and nodded. 

• Chaplain: Where would you like to start? 
• Angela: I don’t know. I don’t know. There’s so 

much I don’t understand. I think the 
worst thing is that people are telling me 
that this is all part of God’s plan. I don’t 
get it. I don’t deserve it. Why did God 
do this to me? 
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Questions of Spiritual Struggle

What did I do to deserve this?  
• Assumption to explore: 
 Suffering is God’s punishment for 

wrong-doing.

How am I supposed to live like this?
• Assumption to explore: 
God doesn’t give you more than you 

can handle.
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Questions of Spiritual Suffering

Why isn’t God answering me?
• Assumption to explore: 
God will give us what we ask for, when 

we want it.  

Why did God do this to me?
• Assumption to explore:  
God made this happen.  It’s God’s will.
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• Angela looked up at me and said, ‘Would you 
help me blow my nose?‘ 

• Chaplain: I’d be glad to. Tell me what works 
best for you. 

Angela explained, and I did as she directed, 
realizing how much I take the ability to blow my 
own nose for granted, and how humbling this 
must be for Angela. Then Angela asked me to 
help her wash her face and I did that, too. Angela 
sighed and looked relatively at peace. 
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Thinking about Writing a Case Study

• Who is a patient who has “stayed with you”?

• What was your interaction with him/her like?

• What of your ministry as a chaplain will you 
highlight?  

• Can this experience be of value to others? 
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Holy Intersection of Persons

• Who was the patient?  Who was the chaplain?

• What were your goals and interventions?

• What went well? What was challenging?

• What were the outcomes? 

• What did you learn from this relationship? 

• Were you a blessing? Were you blessed?  
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Rigors of Writing

• Passion and Commitment

• Humility and Flexibility

• Reflection and Prayer
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